What’s On London: East Meets West at Design Centre

Coming this November, a new exhibition focusing on the influence of the Far East.

This season, Design Centre Chelsea Harbour is launching a new exhibition focusing on the culture, creativity and influence of the Far East. The show, titled East Meets West, is in association with Asian Art in London.
East Meets West at Design Centre Chelsea Harbour

The upcoming exhibition at the Design Centre explores how Eastern style has caught the imagination of the West. With top designers, architects, collectors and dealers, the exhibition will aim to promote London as a centre of expertise for Asian art.

The selling exhibition will take visitors on a journey of exploration of Eastern influences through contemporary Asian treasures and rare antique artefacts.
Included in the exhibition will be an impressive aerial installation encapsulating the theme. A colourful selection of works by a host of Chinese contemporary artists, represented by ArtChina, in mixed media, modern ceramics, landscape painting and folding prints will merge craft and fine art.

In addition, Antiques Young Guns, will show works from The Japanese Gallery, using a broad sweep of decorative influences from tea sets and scientific instruments to Samurai armory, exquisite porcelain and paintings, to show the timeless appeal of the Eastern aesthetic.

An impressive roster of contemporary Japanese artists, represented by Kamal Bakhshi, will also be on show. Colourful murals, abstract woodcuts and block prints will show to ever fluid line between classic and contemporary techniques and aesthetics in Eastern art.
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Aimin Metrical Snowy Forest

**Talks & Tours**

As part of the East Meets West experience, visitors can enjoy talks, demonstrations, workshops and tours, exploring the crossover between East and West. Attendees will see masters of their crafts showcase their skills up close.

*What’s on this week? Check out our culture diary (https://www.countryandtownhouse.co.uk/culture/diary/)*
‘Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour is an international hub, known for its impeccable design credentials, luxury brands and world-class talent. As a centre of international design expression, we’re delighted to present such a multi-dimensional exhibition focusing on the culture and creativity of the Far East. We’re curating it in a truly immersive and innovative way.’ – Claire German, managing director of Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour
Kamal, Melancholic Moon

When?
Running from 2-11 November at Design Centre Chelsea Harbour

Opening times: 10am – 5.30pm, Monday to Friday.

Weekends: 10am – 5pm (Saturday 4th), 10am – 4pm (Sunday 5th) and 10am – 5pm (Saturday 11th) of November.
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5 Things to Do This Weekend... Sign up to our weekly newsletter HERE (https://www.countryandtownhouse.co.uk/newsletter/)
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Rebecca Cox is C&TH’s Online Editor. Former associate editor at Glamour.com, she has had work published across digital titles including Vogue, Grazia, Marie Claire, Refinery 29 and more. With almost a decade of online editorial experience, she dreams in html code and is happiest when walking along the Thames with her little boy.
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What’s On London: Best Cocktail Week Events

We’ll cheers to that! The world’s biggest cocktail festival is back from 2 – 8 October in London. Be sure to make the most...
What’s On: London Literature Festival Highlights

With big names from Hillary Clinton to Tom Hanks and Philip Pullman, this year’s London Literature Festival is set to be bigger than ever....

By Rebecca Cox
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Country & Town October Diary:
What to Do This Week
What’s on this week in London? And in the countryside?
Wonder no more! Find out all the hottest show
openings, new art exhibitions in...
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